LOVE-CREATION
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“I love the world, you love the world” It is the slogan from our mouth.
If we don’t realise
That me and you are one.

If the heart loves and calls,
If the soul’s light works,
You will discover God in yourself.
You will perform like magic man.

For your gain, for your fame Copyright and patents Why should you keep it secret?
We work only for one Earth.

Wake up! Wake up!
You will be salvation–Light!
Do not fly away to stars –
Here on Earth you have to do enough.

God arranged the cosmic law
So that the energy must freely flow!
Do not keep it for yourself –
(It will explode in pain).
Blocked energy will dissolve in pain.
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Let us not separate!
Let us burn the Oneness Flame!
Let us give the best to the world
And transform it to Oneness - home.
I enjoy your gain.
I enjoy it like my own.
Only with self-giving joy
We have the chance to cure this world.
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Do not hurt yourself
Through the energy of secrets.
If your hands are pure
You don’t need your secrets, sure.
What is the worth of your goal
If you lose your soul on the way?
Keep up your soul’s smile
You will feel that you fly.
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Brightly open up your heart
Try to dream and create things smart!
Kindle heart-enthusiasm-flame,
Energize all in etheric-plane.
Attract all with the love-magnet
All you need feed with power-faith!
Heaven will reply to your mail –
Your dream becomes real.
By accepting Cosmic Law
Our energy will freely flow.
By keeping up enthusiasm and faith
Our surprises will not end.
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Let us create not for gain
Without copyright and patents.
But only with self-giving-joy-Like a God, you really are.
Let us create the New-Earth.
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WAKE UP

Sow faith! Show the way
To open Heaven’s Gate.
Your thoughts are the waves –
Show mankind the magic key
To the Garden of Eden
Wake up! Wake up! Wake up!
You will see - all is good
If you receive light-food.
Your vibration will increase
You will bid farewell to all disease.
Wake up! Wake up!

Don’t divide! Don’t divide!
Forget suspicions of your mind.
Be a fan of LIGHT
Forget any battle, any fight.
Wake up! Wake up!
Oneness Love! Oneness Flame!
That’s an old forgotten key!
You are able to fly.
In your chariot of Light.
You can reach for the stars!
Wake up! Wake up!

Let us love! Let us love!
Let our soul’s flames burn.
Let us unite in divine dance
And become Light-fans.
Let us love! Let us love!
Let us create an ecstatic state.
Let the fragrance of our Hearts
Become eternally One.
Let the fragrance of our Hearts
Become eternally One…

